This Ink Tag offers retailers an attractive and secure AM or RF hard tag/benefit denial ink tag combination. The tag is equipped with two ink vials, an AM or RF circuit, and a SuperLock Clutch. A clear plastic, dome shaped pin is used to connect the tag to retail merchandise.

As with all of our ink tags, a warning can be printed to inform potential shoplifters what will happen if the tag is removed by force. We can print custom warnings, as well as store logos for larger volume orders.

- Frequency: 58 KHz (AM) or 8.2 MHz (RF)
- Color: White
- Diameter of Ink Tag: 50 mm (1.97”)
- Diameter of Pin: 1.2 mm (0.05”)
- Weight: 17g (0.6 Oz) with Pin
- Lock: Magnetic - SuperLock
- Pin Style: Clear Plastic Dome
- Pin Length – 38 mm